REPORT OF WAIK 1 NYANZA MANGA HILL SELF HELP GROUP 3 / 4 / 2011
The report has delayed because there were some changes which were to be seen and approved by
committee members . Those changes included the following : The families who do not use purifiers have resorted to boiling water for drinking.

Some villagers have started building pit latrines and they are seeing the need to do so.
 Those who are complaining that boiling water needs a lot of time are increased and they are
sharing the purifiers.

The rain has started and people have improvised the way of collecting rain water from the
roofs.
 Rain water passes through the purifiers with a lot of ease as opposed to water from the well.
The above changes were recorded by the committee members like:- SARAH, DANIEL ,KENEDY,
JUDITH ,SALINA, MICHAL and JUMA.It was also confirmed by the executive and the coordinator .
The main economic activity carried out now is cultivating and planting. People are busy in their farms
most the time hence they purify water in the evening .
This year the rain started late exposing people to a very long period of drought .
GENERAL REMARK ;- It has been noted with a lot of thanks that the life of MANGA HILL
VILLAGERS is changing positively . Alot of thanks goes to our friends JOHANES, CAREN and MY.
They started from avery narrow point and their effort has been magnified .
The villagers hopped that the other visitors from SWEDEN also saw the real situation on the ground .
It is now clear that you have our picture showing our condition.We believe that you will get time to
comeback and remove us from the quagmire. Please encourage more members from your country to
come to MANGA HILL VILLAGE .
NB/ The engineer is now well he will visit us before 13th of APRIL 2011.Please connect to us to
make his work easier .
Report collected and compiled by THE PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR,
TOM NYANG`OR -NDHIWA.

